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Looks like Nicklaus, Palmer, and Player
are Jewish

by Miles Mathis
First published May 30, 2017
Just my opinion, based on internet research anyone could do (but doesn't).

For those who don't know, Jack Nicklaus, Arnold Palmer, and Gary Player were the “Big Three” in
professional golf in the 1960s and 70s. After re-reading my paper on Tiger Woods, I looked up
Nicklaus' genealogy on a lark. Most mainstream sites refuse to tell you his mother's maiden name,
which throws up the first red flag. The genealogy sites have no information on Nicklaus, the second
red flag. With more digging we find it was Schoener, a common Jewish name. Wikipedia tells us it is
a German name, but curiously the page on that surname gives us only seven listings, none of them
convincing. Only four have pages, the others linking to nothing. The dreaded Wiki red-link to
nowhere.
The first is astrologer and globemaker Johannes Schöner, d. 1547. His parents and early bio are
unknown. Wikipedia misdirects by telling us, “As with most Renaissance scholars nothing is known
about his parents”. But that is hooey. Look at Copernicus, a contemporary of Schoner, whose parents
are known and given at Wikipedia. The same can be said of Kepler, Galileo, etc. I guess the writer at
Wiki means Renaissance scholars who are crypto-Jews. We are told in the bio that Schöner was a
Catholic priest, but they then admit there are no records of him in the bishopric. We are told there are
only “indirect traces” of his existence there. Really? Schöner's common-law wife was a Holocher,
also a Jewish name. They were later related to the Fishers, Hartmanns, Knappes, Kubiceks, Cusicks,
Cusacks, etc. Schöner the priest allegedly was “called” to Nurnberg in 1526 as the first professor of
mathematics, at which time he also became a Protestant. He was almost 50, so we are supposed to
believe this Catholic priest would give up the faith after 49 years and become a professor? Besides,
Protestantism had just been invented. Luther wasn't excommunicated until 1521. So old Schöner
really came in on the ground floor, didn't he?
In researching this, I was reminded of something I had forgotten: Luther nailed his 95 Theses to the
church door in Wittenberg on October 31, 1517. HALLOWEEN! Given what we have discovered in

the past few years, that now looks like a huge clue. We have seen the modern spooks running many
projects on Halloween, so we have to ask what this means for Luther. The evidence that he was also
the face of a big spook project is growing. But I will have to unwind that another time.
Schöner worked with Copernicus, so we should also take a peek at him. Nicolaus Copernicus was the
son and grandson of wealthy Polish merchants on both sides of his genealogy. His real name was
Kopernik. One of Kopernik's great aunts was a Jelin, which is Jewish. Kopernik's uncle was Lucas
Watzenrode, Prince-Bishop of Warmia, who studied at Jagiellonian University. Huge clue there. See
my papers on Napoleon and the French Revolution, where we find the Jagiellons/Vasas were extremely
important crypto-Jews from Poland and Lithuania who—like the Medicis in Italy—captured many
royal houses of Europe. As “Bishop” of Warmia, Watzenrode had taken over the State of the Teutonic
Order in the area. He was given the bishopric by the King, who happened to be Casimir IV. This is
another huge clue, because Casimir was an early Jagiellon. We will dive back into all that more deeply
another time. Kopernik's grandmother was a Rudiger, also possibly Jewish. Rudiger is German for
Roger, so this may link us to the current Rogers family, which we have seen is linked to the cryptoJewish lines in Europe and America. The Rogers were high up in Standard Oil, just beneath the
Rockefellers. So, anyway, it looks to me like both Copernicus and Schöner were Jewish.
Another Schoener at Wikipedia is Eberhard Schoener, b. 1938, popularizer of the Moog synthesizer.
His bio and genealogy are of course scrubbed, with no parents given. Same for Ingeborg Schoner,
German actress. In Germany as in the US, almost all or all famous actors are Jewish.
Jack Nicklaus' maternal grandmother was an Eppel. That is also probably Jewish. See that link to
Hebrew surnames. Also see here. Eppel means “apple”. Because Nicklaus had blond hair, no one
ever thought to ask if he was Jewish, but that is determined not by his hair color, but by his maternal
line—which we just unwound.
Still don't believe me? Nicklaus' wife's name is Barbara Bash. Bash is a Jewish name. The first thing
you should do is take this link to Jeremy Bash, no dates or parents, but admitted to be Jewish. He went
to Harvard and then worked on the Gore/Lieberman campaign—I assume because Lieberman is
Jewish. He then went to work for New York law firm O'Melveny and Myers. The Chairman of O&M
in the 1990s was Warren Christopher, whose mother was a Lemen (variant of Lehman, also think of
Jack Lemmon). Bash married Dana Schwartz, Jewish, now Dana Bash, anchorwoman for CNN.
Jeremy Bash became Chief-of-Staff for the Dept. of Defense in 2011. Before that he was Chief-ofStaff for the CIA.

Is this Bash related to Barbara Bash? Impossible to say, since all these people are scrubbed. But I
would assume so. With more digging, I found that Jeremy Bash is the son of Rabbi Marvin Isaac Bash

of Arlington, VA, and Deborah Bash—maiden name scrubbed. Even more inspired digging took me to
the Bashes of Ohio, where Nicklaus is from. There we find a Linus Bash, b. 1882, related to Noll,
Welty, Boch, Beery, Quirk, Schmelzer, Kunkler, Scholl, O'Toole, Schorr (Shore), Weiland, Seibert,
Reed, Blackstone, Beuter, Runser, Boegli (Begley), and Kruse (Cruise). Remember, we saw a Quirk in
my last paper on Kennedy. He was the one who told us Lem Billings was gay. The Quirks come from
Liverpool and are related to the Cowards, Lloyds, Venables, Arentz (think Hannah Arendt), Teufels,
Phillips, Higgins, Manns, Frasers, Harpers, Rogers, and Streibs.
Like Jeremy Bash, the Bashes of Ohio are clearly Jewish, and they hail back to Bashes of Edinburgh,
related to the Lowenthals, Kunstmanns, etc. Kunstmann is not a Scottish name, mate.

Arnold Palmer is a lot easier to do, since compared to Nicklaus his genealogy is extensive. I suppose
they thought they didn't need to scrub him as thoroughly, because instead of all these obviously Jewish
names that we saw in Nicklaus' ancestry, Palmer's ancestry instead takes us to the big crypto-Jewish
names we have seen in many previous papers. Because these names don't look Jewish at a first glance,
they are far better hidden. But because we have seen the names before, they will jump out at you
immediately. Palmer's mother is a Morrison, for instance. See my work on Jim Morrison as well as
my work on the Lizzie Borden hoax. Palmer's grandmother was a Kessler, and his great-grandmother
was a Riley. We also find the names Myers, Tilley, Sarni, Powell, Meyers, Walton, Hurd, Kuntz
(Koontz), Dumbold, Stockberger, Kerschner*, Hays, Schlacter, and Delaney. And, yes, Palmer's
genealogy does go directly back to the Palmers of Sussex, England, related to the Burtons, Cookes,
Leeds, and Lewises.
Palmer's first wife was Winnie Walzer. Walzer is a Jewish name. See Michael Walzer, editor of
Dissent.

Also Richard Walzer, Jewish philosopher; Tina Walzer, Jewish historian; and Kenneth Waltzer, Jewish
historian. Palmer's second wife was a Gawthrop, also Jewish. See author Bobby Gawthrop (Jew: a
Question of Identity); FBI agent William Gawthrop (do take that link); etc.

Palmer's daughter married a Saunders. His granddaughter married a Schneider. His great-grandson is
named Cohen. Cohen's mother is a Deschuiteneer.
But we don't really need any of these lesser names to peg Palmer to the top families. All we have to do
is go to thepeerage.com, where we find the over 1300 Palmers as Baronets of Reading, Wingham,
Kenure Park, Grinkle Park, and Carlton; the Barons of Reading and Childs Hill; the Earls of Selbourne;
and the Viscounts Wolmer. They are related to the McMurreys, the Molyneux, the Montgomeries, the
Egerton-Warburtons, the Cecils, the Stewarts, the Somersets, the Reeds, the Ridleys (see Rileys above),
the Waldegraves, the Walpoles, the Leveson-Gowers, the Webbs, the FitzJames, the Cavendishes, the
Fawkeners (Faulkners), the Villiers, the Tennants (see my paper on Steve Martin), the Powells, the
Eyres, the Pagets, the Isaacs, the Clarkes, the Herberts, the Simpsons, the Leghs, the Wodehouses, the
Stanleys, and on and on.

Gary Player is the easiest to do, since they pretty much admit he is Jewish. Some planted trolls at
forums try to deny it—with no evidence—but a simple websearch confirms that he is. Player is from
South Africa, which of course has long had a strong Jewish presence, what with the diamond industry,
gold industry, etc. It is admitted that Player's father worked for a gold mine. For our main clue, see
this 2016 interview with Player and Nicklaus, where Player says the “Jewish people have a great
saying” and then speaks Yiddish. That should decide the question, but we have more. The next clue is
from an interview in 2009, where he tells us
As a young man, I was at a Jewish club in Johannesburg called Killarney. They collected money for me
and gave me an air ticket. My father gave me (sic) and had an overdraft, which I only found out many
years later was to buy me a set of golf clubs.

If that isn't enough for you, see this page at Googlebooks, Famous People Who Dropped Dead, by
Richard Cameron. On page 16 he tells us Player is Jewish.
Player has long lived on Jupiter Island in Florida, the wealthiest place in the US. The Bushes,
Harrimans, Lerners, and Whitneys live there. So do Celine Dion and Michael Jordan. There are less
than 900 people who live there, and only 219 families. The Island is also very Jewish. It would be
even more Jewish if everyone Jewish who lived there admited they were Jewish. In that case, I suspect
it would be 100% Jewish.
Player was a big supporter of Apartheid in the 1960s, although the backlash caused him to mostly shut
up after that.
Player's wife is Vivienne Verwey. Verwey is a Jewish name. See the Verwey-Jonker Institute in
Holland. Also see the Dutch poet Albert Verwey, not admitted to be Jewish, but Jewish. See t his page
at Rootsweb, where the Verweys are related to the Pollack, Kaufman, Riesenfeld, Schwarz, Levinsohn,
Cohen, Ben-Ari, Shoham, Wolf, Mendel, Hahn, Copeland, Saunders, Seidel, and Goldberg families.
Do you still want to tell me Verwey wasn't Jewish?
So where does Player come from? Why is his genealogy non-existent, despite being world-famous?
Well, as usual we can go to thepeerage.com for answers. We find 27 Players in the British peerage.
There they are related to the McNeills, and through them to several Baronets, Earls, Dukes, etc. The

Players are related to John Rous, Earl of Stradbroke. Also to the Musgraves, Baronets of Hartley
Castle, Westmorland. Also to the Filmers, Baronets of East Sutton Place, Kent. Also the Baronets
Honywood, the Baronets Nugent, and the Baronets Mosley. Also to the Eardley-Wilmot Baronets and
through them to the Lewises, Clarkes and Parrys. Also to the Loder Baronets and through them to the
Pfeiffers, Talbots, and Rogers. That is the third time the name Rogers has come up in this paper. Also
to the Sackvilles, Dukes of Dorset. Also to the Crawfords, MacQueens and Reynolds.
We find an Annie Player, b. 1870 in Park Lane, London, who married a Parry. Her mother was a Burr
and her grandmother was a Cooke of Dorset. We find an Edith Player, b. 1878 in Dorset, whose
mother was Elizabeth Churchill. Her grandmother was a Riggs.
We find a Mary Player, b. 1711 in Wiltshire, who married Henry Pitt of Bristol.
We find a Zillah Player of Middlesex, b. 1825, daughter of Zillah Saunders. That is the third time that
name has come up. Palmer's daughter married a Saunders, remember? And Player's wife Verwey is
related to the Saunders. Curious.
We find a Captain St. Aubyn Player, d. 1891, which links us to my paper on Harry Potter. Potter's
publisher Nigel Newton is the son of Anne St. Aubyn. It is another prominent name in the peerage,
closely related to several kings. The oldest Player in the peerage I could find married a Bennet in
around 1700. Their granddaughter married a MacCarty in 1722. He was the son of the 4 th Earl of
Clancarty and Lady Elizabeth Spencer. Oho! Spencer's father was Robert Spencer, the 2 nd Earl of
Sunderland. MacCarty's mother was Lady Elizabeth FitzGerald, daughter of the 16th Earl of Kildare—
who we have seen recently in my latest paper on Kennedy. The MacCartys were closely related to the
(Sackville) Wests, Earls of De la Warre (Delaware), and through them to the Knollys, Greys, Boleyns,
Freemans, Walkers and Riches. This links us back to my previous papers. Going forward, the
Delawares link us to the Leveson-Gowers and Pierreponts (Pierponts—think Morgans). So that's who
the Players are.
Player may also be related to Tom Watson, which might explain their testy history. Before 1938, a Joan
Reynolds of the peerage married John Player. In 1938, she married George Watson, 2 nd Baron Manton.
These Watsons were related to the Pratts. Joan Reynolds later married a Cust, Baron Brownlow. Since
her second and third husbands were Barons, her first husband Player must have been of high rank as
well, although he is scrubbed. He has no parents listed in the peerage, although we have seen the
Players were in the peerage back to the 1600s.

So what does it mean and why do I care? Is there something wrong with being Jewish? Not on the
face of it, no. I only out prominent Jews who are running big hoaxes, since I don't like being lied to.
And since these guys on the PGA Tour are hiding their ancestries, it leads me to believe the Tour may
be—in whole or in part—another project of some sort. We saw lots of evidence for that in my paper on
Tiger Woods, where I showed you all the mystery behind Woods, as well as behind Payne Stewart. I
showed proof Stewart faked his death and was likely an agent. So why do they need agents on the
PGA Tour, and why do they hide the connections I uncovered above? Well, it looks to me like the Tour
is another managed sport, with either some or all outcomes pre-determined. But why? Betting fixes?
Seems like a lot of trouble to go to fix bets. More likely, the Tour is managed for the same reason
everything else is: maximum profit and maximum propaganda. All televised sport is a diversion, to

keep your eyes off the real world, and managed sport does that better than pure sport. Golf is not that
exciting to watch, and so much of the excitement has to be manufactured somehow. As you may
know, the Tiger Woods project went off-the-green several years ago, since they found you could be
more successfully diverted by fake sex scandals than by fake putts. It looks like Woods is now joining
Mel Gibson and many others in the prominent men-are-pigs project, where the entire male sex can be
constantly blackwashed. This acts to split the sexes, create massive trauma, and thereby help to sell
new products. The only thing left for Tiger to do is become a born-again Christian and start yelling
drunken obscenities at traffic cops. Or did he just do that? I haven't the read the latest stories yet. As
Lily Tomlin said, you can't keep up.
OK, I just read them. They confirm my analysis, since the whole thing looks staged. Why would they
release mugshots and dashcams immediately? Normally the police and media run interference for
celebrities, destroying video and whitewashing these events. Here we see the opposite, with a minor
event being blown up into a major news story. Why? Huffington Post is saying today it is because
Tiger is black. No, as I said, they did the same thing with Mel Gibson, and Gibson is not black, last
time I checked.
This is what I call an “eyes-off” event. They are trying to keep your eyes off something more
important, so they manufacture these sexy events. Many eyes-off events serve a dual purpose, and I
just told you what the dual purpose is here. It is a Mel Gibson type event, created not only as a sexy
diversion and a piece of manufactured news, but also as a piece of propaganda. So far it looks like a
“males-are-pigs” event, but it may spin out into more. HuffPost is already spinning it into a race event,
and my guess is someone in the media will spin it into sexism or anti-Semitism or terrorism as well.
Keep your eyes open.
Addendum June 8, 2017: A reader did some more research on the Palmers:
Roundell Cecil Palmer [3rd Earl of Selbourne, d. 1971] and his Palmer ancestors were also the hierarchical
leading family in the Most Worshipful Company of Mercers—the very highest ranking of the secret society
“livery” companies running the City of London Corporation. These livery groups are the core of the
centuries-old apparatus for funds management, connecting the Royal Family, the London banks, and their
colonial enterprises. Roundell Palmer was a director of the Union Minière du Haut Katanga corporation in
the Congo, in association with the Royal Family’s own central-Africa holdings.
[Miles here: Palmer was also a ranking spook, head of one arm of British Intelligence. He was like
the Director of the OSS in the US. He was also head of National Provincial Bank (now NatWest). It
is one of the big-4 clearing banks. He was also Deputy Chairman of Boots, a huge pharmacy chain
in the UK and Ireland, now with 2,500 stores. Palmer was married to Grace Ridley, daughter of 1st
Viscount Ridley. See my paper on Daisy Ridley for more. Five of Palmer's children married with
the upper ranks of the peerage, including the Bacon, O'Hagan (Strachey, Gore), EgertonWarburton, King (Affeck) and Cooper (Herbert) families. Palmer's brothers and sisters
married a Grey and a de Vere Beauclerk (also a Grey). His mother was a Cecil (daughter of the
Marquess of Salisbury) and his aunt married a Waldegrave. Through the Cecils he was related to
the Sackville-Wests, MacCarthys, Freemans, Spencers, and Walkers. His great-aunt married a
Wood. Could this be how Tiger is related to Arnold Palmer? Speaking of, check this out:

The first is Roundell Palmer, the second is Arnold Palmer. Any family resemblance?]
As Minister of Economic Warfare, Palmer selected Sir Charles Hambro [d. 1963], his City colleague, to
direct Special Operations. Hambro, of an old British/Scandinavian (Jewish) banking family [Hambros Bank,
now Societe Generale], had been a powerful director of the Bank of England working with Montagu**
Norman to install and nurture the Hitler regime in Germany, and to found the Swiss-based Bank for
International Settlements (with several Nazis on its board), through which Nazi loot and SS funds would be
used for post-war objectives.
[Miles here: Hambros Bank was known as the diamond bank for its connections to South Africa and the
big diamond traders there (all Jewish, of course—Rhodes, Rothschild, Oppenheimer, DeBeers, etc.).
After the war, Hambros Bank was one of the top three banks in Europe. Hambro's mother was a Stuart
and his grandmother was a Gostenhofer. So these people were not Danish. In fact, the name Hambro
was changed from Levi in the late 1700s. That link is from Geni.com, where it is admitted. {Notice that
the Hambro pages are managed by a Rhodes.} These Levis link them to Karl Marx and the Philips
family. The name Hambro comes from Hamburg, where the family lived before Denmark. These
Hambros were also related to the Morgans. Hambro's son Charlie was sent to live with the Morgans in
New York City during the war. Charlie was involved in the Bank of England “bailout” of Slater Walker
Bank in 1973, by which the treasury was looted of billions of dollars by these bankers. As with the later
US bailouts, we are told the looting was a “financial lifeboat” that “saved the financial system from
collapse”, but that is all bollocks. It was just a grand theft in plain daylight, with no cover but these
media lies. In fact, it had been done before. Charlie learned it from his grandfather, who “saved”
Barings Bank in a similar managed collapse in 1891. Charlie's nephew Peter Hambro worked for
Hambros Bank until it was absorbed, at which point he went to work for discount house Smith St.
Aubyn. Note the name there, which came up in my paper on Harry Potter and also above in the
ancestry of Gary Player. Hambro then went to work for bullion house Mocatta and Goldsmid. What they
don't tell you is that the Hambros probaby are Goldsmids. See here, where Hambro's Levi ancestors are
also Goldziehers, a variant. As it turns out, the Hambros are also related to the Normans. See Montagu
Norman above. That explains their connection. Of course, through the Stuarts, the Hambros are also
related to the Palmers. Also to the Townshends, etc.]

The Special Operations Executive was officially disestablished after the Nazi surrender. But Roundell
Palmer insisted that its personnel, assassination capabilities, assets, and intelligence arrangements be
continued underground in Western Europe, in a quasi-war against the Soviet Union.
The new “intelligence community” was managed from the Privy Council, from the permanent government

apparatus that ran the Cabinet and Foreign Office, from White’s Club, and from the Mercers’ haunts and
the City board rooms, regardless of elections or political parties. The very existence of MI6, the British
Secret Intelligence Service, was not officially acknowledged until 1994.

*See Irvin Kerschner, who directed The Empire Strikes Back for George Lucas.
**See the name in my paper on Keanu Reeves.

